
Please fill out the following form to the best or your abilities. Remote tuning is very effective tool, 
however, it requires the proper up front information to be provided and the car to be prep'd in the 
proper fashion. Remote tuning is truly a team effort between the owner of the car and the tuner. I 

look forward to each car and I get just as excited about tuning as you will be driving the car around!

The Basics
Your name Your E-mail Address 

Your Phone (Optional)

What is the year, make and model of of your car?

Is your car auto or manual? 

Approximate weight with driver?

Tire size and type?

What Fuel(s) will you run?

What Injectors do you have?

What is your base fuel pressure? (stock settings 1g 37.5 and 2g is 43.5 or other)

What wideband do you have and what pin in the ecu is it on?



Are you running speed density? (if so pleas list what map sensor, what intake temp sensor 
you have and what pins in the ecu they are on.)

Are you running an electronic boost control solenoid through the ECU?

Have you completed a boost leak test? Yes
No

Additional Comments

Does your wideband display the same number 
in link as on the wideband gauge?

Yes
No

Additional Comments

Is you car in perfect mechanical condition 
(I.E. ready to run and drive)?

Yes
No

Additional Comments

Does your car require any type of break-in? Yes
No

Additional Comments

Are your spark plugs new and gapped 
correctly?

Yes
No

Additional Comments

Have you verified base timing is set to 5*? 
1g and 2g

Yes
No

Additional Comments

Have you updated the firmware on your ecu 
since the last release?

Yes
No

Additional Comments



The Details
In this section please be as detailed as you can. I always tell people, if it didn't come of the 
assembly line that way, I want to know about it.  

Engine Modifications: 

Please list all relevant engine mods, including but not limited to, rods pistons, 
cams,  type of head gaskets and stud combo etc. 

Turbo Systems: 

Please list all relevant turbo system mods, including but not limited to, size and brand 

of turbo, wastegate, type of boost controller, type of BOV etc. 



Fuel System: 

Please list all relevant fuel system mods, including but not limited to, 

fuel pump, size of fuel line, injectors and type of fuel.  

Drivetrain: 

Please list all relevant Drivetrain Mods.  



Electronics: 

Please list all electronic parts including what wideband you have, what pin 
it is on, and where in the pipe is it located. Also if you have SD include that 
information as well as ethanol sensor info if applicable. 

Other: 

Please list anything else you think I should know about.      



Tuning Options and Rate
Base Map and idle tune    $120

Full tune (after base map and idle tune) Base tune +$120

Additional Options
Addition Maps (for multiple fuels)  Full tune +$90

Ethanol sensor tune     Full tune +$130

Continuing Support
Touch up tunes (for minor changes) $90

Re tunes (for major changes) $180 

Tune Selection

All tunes must be paid for in advanced.

I will never share you logs or any details about your tune without your 
permission. I ask that you do the same and do not share your settings! 

 *All Rate Subject to Change Without and Notice
** All files must be inspected by the user before loading onto the ecu and the setting shall be used at the users discretion ZFG Racing LLC is not 

responsible for any personal harm or property damage that may occur as a result of the use of provided settings or requests during the tuning process or 
at any time after. ZFG Racing LLC is not responsible for any illegal activities preformed during the process of tuning, or at any time after. All activates and 

captured logs are performed at the driver’s discretion, on a closed course or stationary dyno.  

Please return completed forms to 
Sales@tunedbyzfgracing.com
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